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Ab initio calculations on i&raetion between small molecules are within the 
reach of 'present-day ' computers, while for large molecules, the computational costs 
prohibit such studies. The various semi-empirical schemes, approximating the 
pb initio methods that are currently in use suitable for the evaluation of 
electrostatic, exchange, polarisation, deiocalisation, and dispersion forces, between 
Lrrge molecules are presented. Certain ' unsolved' problems arising due to advances 
in the SCF theory of molecules are also documented. 
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Molecular interactions are responsible for a variety of biological1, 
and chemical phenomena.3" An understanding of the theoiy and methods 
of evaluation of intermolecular interactions is therefore essential. The 
object of this work is to popularise among chemists and experimental physi- 
cists the languagelmethods of quantum mechanical treatment of intermole- 
cular forces. We shall be restiicting ourselves to those parts of literature 
(carered UQ to the end of 1976) concerning the evaluation of intermolecular 
in+-etactions between large molecules. For general reviews see Refs. 6-9. 
Ab inilio calculations are within the reach of 'present-day ' computers for 
small molecules,*14 while the computational costs prohibit such studies - 
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for large molecules. The various Semi-empirical methods, approximating 
the initio methods, suitable for evaluating the various compo1lm.ts 
molecular interactions are presented here. The emphasis is more dr! 
methods/techniques a .d  less on documenhtion of extensive F,pplic3.tj& 
(which are yet to come!). Ceutain 'unsolved ' problems arising fro& the 
advances in self-consistent field (SCF) theoly of molecules are also docu. 
mented. Before we go into details it is perhaps worth spen.din.g some 
time on the path that has led to our present-day knowledge or. the topic. 

Broadly speaking, molecular interactions can be classified ipto two 
groups : 

(a) Chemical and (6) Physical. 

Chemical interactions i~volve very close approach. of tb.e intesactiilg mole. 
cules and therefore they are of ' short rav.ge ' an.d a theory of such'her, 
actions is essentially the theory of valea.ce. Physical interactions, on the 
other hand, do not involve very close approach of the interacting system+<, 
are of ' long rmge ' and arereasily reversible. They are better u~~der~togd, 
than chemical interactions because the perturbations responsible (for .@e 
interaction) are small. A typical spherically averaged intermolecular poten- 
tial curve is shown in Fig. 1, together with the cla.ssification (which is ;ather 
arbitrary) with respect to 'range ', overlap (of electronic clouds'of'tlie two 
systems) and energy variation (as a function of R, intermolecular distance). 

FIG. 1. A typic11 spherically averaged intermolecular potential energY curve. 
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Often, chemical interactions are referred to as strong interactions, while 
interaction in the medium ranges (where both short range and long range 
forces have appreciable effects) are termed as weak interactions. Essentially 
this work is concerned with methods suitable for studying weak interactions. 

London15 made the f i~s t  attempt to investigate the nature of long range 
intermolecular forces, using quantum mechanical perturbation theory. 
Consider two molecules A and B, separated by a large distanceso that the 
electronic c1oud.s of the two do not overlap. Let $2, etc., be the ground 
and excited state wave functions of molecule A and $oB, (6SB be those of 
B. The total Hamiltonian of the system is 

where the intermolecular perturbation operator, V, is given by 

where we denote by a and the nuclei and electrons of A and ,B' and v' those 
of B. The first term is the nucieer-nuclear repulsion term, second and third 
terms being th.e electron-nuclear attractive terms while the last term is the 
electron-electron repulsion term. One nay note the electrical nature of 
interactior. operator. Accordirug to standard perturbation theory, the 
interaction energy, correct to srcand order in V, is given by 



AEW, called the first order energy, rcpresen.ts the electrostatic energy arisin 
S from the coulombic repulsion between the permanent electric moments 

the two molecules. AE'"', the second order energy, the first two terms 
define the induction/polarisation energy, while the last term defines tne 
dispersion energy. h ~ ~ . g u e t - H i g g i l ~ s ~ V ~ a s  shown that it is possible to 
write an ' i~.teegral' form of the operator V as 

where p (r) and p' (r') are thc dcnsity opelators dcfined as 

p (r) = e [C 2, 8 (r - r,) - ,2 8 (r - r,,)] (5) 

p' (r') = e [T Zp 6 (rr - rk,) - 2 S (r' - r,.)] 
k Y' 

where 6's are the famous Dirac delta functions. Further, Zonguet-Higagins 
define two types of densities- real three-dimensional functions which 
represent the actual d.istributiox of electricity in the system (molecule)- 
viz., 

/ground state I ground state \ 
(i) Static density =,wave fLlnctioll density opcsator wave function/ 

e x . ,  p 0.) 142) for molec~~lc A. (6 a) 

(ii) Transition density (for the system undergoing t~ansition frm 
ground state d o ,  to excited state 4,) . . ,  

- - /ground state I excited state \ 
\wave 1 density opci-atoi wave function/ 

e.g., (4," 1 p (r) 1 &A) for molecule A* (6 6) 

and similar definitions are applied to the other molecule B. Further, the 
matrix elements, that appear in equations 3, are interpreted in terms 

* The appropriateness of these terminologies can be understood in the following way. 
The electric moment f01,this transition o -+ r state is 

( 4 0 ~ I M l 4 , ~ )  = ( 4 0 A 1 ~ r ~ ( r ) d r I d , A )  - J r ( 4 a A  lp ( r ) Id rd)dr .  

therefore (deA I p(r)  / d r A  ) ii a, ele:trical distribution whose dipole moment is equalko the 
transition moment between the two states. Further ($ .A I p (r) BrA ) is just the amplitude 
with which ill3 e1e:trical density at r  oscillate^ whon the system (molecule) is passirgfrom 
ground state to  an excited state. Hence it i s  approprintc to  term ( I P (') I hA) "Ibe 
'transition density' between 0 & r states. 
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of jnteractioll bctwecn these densities. A typical matrix elemeot is 
jr?tel.pre ted as 

the intcractioi? between tansitiol' density of A with the static dcnsity of B. 
The rnrtrix clements arc expressed in diKerent ways by L o n d w  and Lon- 
guet-Higgi~?s. Loi-~do~.  cxpaltds them jn powers of R (the intermolecular 
&tame). The successive t e r m  arc idcr-tified as the interaction between 
multiple monzenls (of the two subsystems) of i~.creasing order, while in 
L - H  approach. t h y  21.c accurately expressed as the elecisostatic repul- 
sion between ih.ree-6imei1.siol?.a,l charge distr ibutio~.~ localised on th.e two 
systems. Thc interp;etation of the various terms in the two approaches 
can be summwised as follows: 

Interpretation of interunion 

Electrostatic Pcimai'ellt clectl-ic momcllt 
(of A) e perm'tvent electric 

n w m w  ts (of B) 

Induction Pe~.mi~ .en l  clcctric inoillent 
polarisalio~~. (A) t+ iv.duced moment in 

the n-on-polar molecule (B) 

Dispe;sio~?. Instantaneous dipole monient 
( A )  e instanta~lcons dipolc 
moment (B) brought about 
by fluctaetiol?s of their owl1. 
charge distributions 

How mntlix By cxpwsioi! in terms of R-n 
elemne~ts are 
evaluated 

Static dei7sity (of A)  t, 
static density (of Bj 

Static de~lsity (A) o 
tratls~tio~. derisity (B) 

Transition density (A) - 
t :~ . s i t io~~.  ddellsity (B) 

Accu~te ly ,  t1.e three- . 
dimcr.sionr?l electronic 
chxge dist i ibutio~~ 



The celebrated London's fornula for dispersion energy for a pair of atoms 
or spherical molecules is 

a's ale the polarisabilities and I's the ionisation ppotc~%ds and R the distance 
of separation. The important feat~lre of London's formula is inverse 
power variation (of tb.e dispersion energy) with distance. Equation (8) is 
valid for large separation (R >) 1 ; I ,  the molecular diameter). 

3 . 1 .  The Exchange Problem 

When two molecules/aloms approach closely then their electronic 
clouds begin to overlap and one has to take into account the possibility of 

electran exchange between the systems. It is conunon/natu~al to choose 
the unpertu'bed Hamiltonian Ho, to be the sum of the Hamiltonian of 
the non-interacting molecules, i.e., Ho = H A  $. HB. This choice implies 
that we are associating particular electrons to each molecule and thus the 
symmetry of H (Hamiltmian of the complex A . . + B) with respect to per- 
mutation of electrons is greatel than Ho. This leads to certain mathematical 
complications/diffic~~ltas r.zferred to as the ' exchange problem ', to develop 
a perturbation expansio~l for intei'molecular forces which lake full account 
of symmetry. Some of the diificulties ares: 

(i) the order of perturbation term is not uniquely defined: Suppose A 
1s an operatof which projects the component with the symmetry of desired 
total wave function, then A commutes with H, but does not commute sepa- 
rately with either Ho or V rather, 

In any conventional perturbatioh scheme, left-hand side of eqn. (9) is 
zeroth order (in V )  while on the right-hand side one is first order. This 
means the orders in ' V '  is ambiguous. 

(ii) The choice of an antisyrmnetrised basis set, for expai~sioD of total 
wave function, is not uniquely determined. For instance, the set of func- 
tion ja, i = 0, . . . , n ; j s; 0, . . . , n is linearb dependent and is pot 
an eigenfunction of Ho, the unperturbed Hamiltonian. 
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(iii) Many other complications can be mentioned. (For a fuller account 
the article by Certain and B r u ~ h . ~ )  

The above mentioned difficulties do not mean that it is impossible 
to develop a perturbation scheme which takes full account of symmetry, but 
many different approaches are possiole. There are a number of exchange 
perturbation t h e o r i e ~ l ~ - ~ ~  for regions of small orbital overlap, (S- 10-2) 
but we shall be discussirg the only theory, that has been proposed by 
Murrell, Randic and Williarns2Qnd by Salem,30 for their method has been 
widely applied in studies on interactions between large molecule~.3~34 We 
$hall also mention (in sec. 5) a recently proposed energy decomposition 
scheme within the Hartree-Fock procedure (as compared to perturbation 
approaches) which has the advantage of treating rather strong interactions 
(j,e.,  rather large overlap cases). 

3.2. Theory of Muwell, Randic and Williams and of Salem 

Their theory is essentially an extension of Longuet-Higgitls treatment of 
long range intermolecular forces where the intermolecular orbital overlap 
is neglected, rather than an extension of the short range or valence theories. 
This uscs a basis set of functions which are antisymmetrised product of the 
eigenfunctions of the separate systems, viz., 

where the functions +A+ c+P- represent a charge transfer state in whizh an 
electron from an occupied orbital of A is transferred to an unoccupied 
orbital of B. Here Â  is the antisymmetriser+. The theory is essentially 
coDfigur~tion interaction treatment in which locally excited, doubly excited 
and charge transfei states are allowed to mix with the ground state configu- 
ration. The interaction energy is then obtained as a double perturbation 
expansion in ' U ' the intermolecular perturbation operator and ' S ' the 

'The antisymmetrisation operator is hermitian; 

where P,,, is the permutation operater =nd I the identity oper ;tcr N is the total number 
' of Permutation of electrons between A a d  B, Further 2. A $NA^. . . 



1. Terms of order V1 So : T h i ~  is identical with the clas\ical electro. 
static enel gy. 

2. Ternls of order V2So: These arc the energies of induction and 
dispersion (of l o i~g  ral7.ge tb.eoky). 

3. Terms of osder V I P :  Called the first ordcr exchange energy. 
This defines t5.e exchan.gc rep~llsion energy which is  the  origin of overlap 
repulsiol~ and non-bonded ~epulsions in inter~nolecu1a.1~ illtel%.ctions. 

4. Tcrms of the order V S 2  : This ieim is callcd by Muirell, ~ia::di~ 
and Wi1lia.m~ as thc exchxgc polarisation enc1.g~ or cha1.g~-tuansfcr alagy, 
depending on the choicc of the basis set. The cxchznge polarisation ev.e.gy 
term is shown30 Lo be ail orde~' of magnitude smaller tha~l th.e dispersion 
forces and is iheer-rove gene1.elly less important than the othei. energies'e 
we have so far discussed. So we shall negleci this term in our further 
discussioll on evaluation of dfferent interaction terms, in regions of small 
orbital overlap, i.e., studies on weak intermolecular interactions. Perhaps 
i t  is worth recapitulating the significant iintcraction terms that arise in 
regions of weak (niedium range) intern~olecular interactions. In Fig. 2 is 
shown these terms togcthei. with their characteristic properties. 

4.1. Choice of Monomer Wavefimctions 

Likc the developments in the molecular orbital theories of molecules 
which stxted. from +-electron methods, to all velcn.ce electron methods, to 
the prescnt-day ub iniitio techniques, the studies 0x1 iatermolecular inter- 
actions hetween large innlecules appear to have followed a similar prtb. 
For aromatic hyd~,ocarbons 5nd other conjugated systems the o-si electron 
separation appears to be valid36. 37 2nd the interactio~is can be split into two 
parts, one due to ;r--T interactiolts only al3.d the other due to 0-0 electrons 
inte~actions (with no sign.ificant o-?r mixing). Such an appoach has been 
applied to studies on the formation of a~.omatic hydrocarbon. dimer," and 
thymine ph~todimer.~"cccntly Fuen.o et a1.u and Nataga et ~ 1 . ~ ~  have 
applied the a l l  valfmcc electron CND0/2 1etJ1od to stndies on interaction 
bctween large molecules. We shall present the formulae, in both 
Approaches, for different i~temction terms in the following sections, 
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Type Range Attractive or  Pairwise 
Repulsive additive 

Electrostatic Long+ either yes 
Exchange Short repulsive?? nearly 
Polarisation LOW attractive no 
Dispersion Long attractive yes 
Charge-transfer or  Short attractive nearly 
exchange polarisation 

Except for neutral spherical systems. 
Except possibly for the interaction of two anions. 

(ii) 

FIG, 2. Festure of various components of molecular interaction, (i) In terms of inter- 
on and mixing of MO's (ii) Characteristic properties. 

2. Electrostatic Energy 
4.2. I .  Multiple expansion method: If the two molecules are separated 

a large distance, the electrostatic energy is given by a few terms ,of the 
eractions of two multipole expansionS0 



~vhcre q's are charges, p's the dipoles and the 0's the q ~ ~ a d r u p o l ~  moments 
of molect~lcs A and B. When the dimensions of tlzc molecules are of the 
same order as the intermolecular separation, R, the expansion (12) cornmges 
slo~ly.40, 8B In order to circumvellt thi5 ' convergence p~oblem ' the molecule 
is divided into segments, and thcn a multipole expal?sion is made on each 
segment. It has been recently shown4' that this segmental multipole 
cxpansioll is convcrgent in regio17.s of our interest namely regio~s of small 
orbital overlap/interll~cdiatc ranges (R < 5 A). Further, for systems with 
permanent moments, all e ~ p a ~ l ~ i o l l  u p  to oct~lpole terms is necessary. So 
that electrostatic energy is  now given by thc formula 

(Atoms) (moments) 

where E:! denotes/represents the interaction between i-th moment of =.th 
atom in A ivith j-th moment of' P-th atom in the other molecule B. The 
relevant formulae being 42,43 
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Definition of rnomeints 

Monopole (in) (charge) 

4. ' P (Fa) 

Dipole (d) 

p = f p ( r ) v d r  

Quadrupole (q) (tensor element) 

Qzj = 2 J p ( r )  (3x4 xj - r2 ilr 

Octupole (o) (tensor element) 

a u k  = - S P ( r )  [5xz ~3 ~k - 1.2 (xi bjk  f x3 h k  + xk Ah)] . dr 

i =l ,2 ,  3 

arc defined w.r.t. centre of mass as ongin of coordinate system 

vcctor from a-th atom in A to the 6-th atom in B, R = R  

dlpole vector 

quadrupole tensor of rank 2 

octupole tensor of rank 3 

designates dot product 

designates a trace between two second order tensors 

t, t, 

Qa : Q p  = $ Q a i j  Qpii 

C, CS 
=Trace of Q,  . Qs 

+ 
A . ( G . B ) . C = f & j k A t B j C k  

9 Cf 

A .  (e :Q) =QtjkAx Q3k 

H 
(Q . A)i = Qik Aj 

Ct 

((D . B) . C)i = J2ijkBj Crs 

Repeated subscript implies summation over that index. 
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Note: 

,here transition density ~, 

mm when m = n 
pmn = ( mn - 2 Smp mp when n? .f n (14 a) 

he interaction potential field 

OCC A 
I v (4 = j 2 2 i (2) i (2) ~ T Z  - 2 2  

I 



and k ( j  a ~ d  I )  refer to occupied a d  vacant MO's of A (B)  2, (2,) nuclear 
charge on p-th (11-th) atom in A (B)  S overlap integral (over ~ 0 ' ~ )  and 
the distance. While intramokc~lar differential overlap is neglected, inter. 
molecular overlap is rctailled (intentionally). Mulliken approximation is 
employed for the evaluation of illtermolecular multicentre integrals, ~ h ,  

integrals are comp~rted by Ihe Mulliken et olP9 method, while 
other integrals by Roothaan procedure50 (for closed shell molecules 
j" =j". 

4.3. Exclzange Tnteraction Energy 

4 .3 .1 .  The first order exchange energy is the origin of non-bopded 
repulsion and n-overlap repulsion. The imporlance of non-bonded rep]-  
sions between intermolecular hydrogen atoms and CH, CH repulsion have 
been shown by Craig et aL5: who have concluded that molecular orien. 
tation in aromatic hydrocarbon crystals is primarily fixed by minirn~satl~n 
of these energies. The non-bonded H . . - H mteraclion originates ent~rely 
from electron cxchange between filled orbitals of the hydrogen atoms of the 
two molecules. Banerjce and Salems2 have estimated this cnergy by the 
expression 

where for p is chosen the value 21.3 Kcal/mole/A. SHHis the overlap integral 
between two 1s orbitals on hydrogen atoms and R the distance (in A). Fur. 
ther they have shown that CH - - - CH repulsion is about 2.3 times the 
H-H repulsion energy. So that the total non-bonded repulsion is 

while the -overlap repulsion (between the overlapping 7-electronic clouds 
of the large conjugated systems) is given by the formulas3 
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4.3.2. In the all valeilce clcclron appi'oach, the relevant formula isu 

Jvllere the notation is the samc as that discussed in section 4.2.2. 

4.3.3. Atom-atom potentials: Empirical potential functions of the type 
B ( -  KR), are also in wide ~ s e ~ ~ - ~ ~  for thc estimation. of excl~ange 
repulsio~l energy. Thcre is considerable eviden.cetiO that this type of exponen- 
tial expression is a reasonable approximation to the full (quantum mechanical) 
potential. Williams et aZ.59 have claimed that thek potential function is more 
accurate than the formula of Banerjec artd Salem, while Mason.," on the 
other hand, has pointed out that this approach and the on.e used by Ban-erjee 
and Salem leads lo near identical results fol displacements along common 
axis of the molecules. However different sets of parameters have been 
suggested (for B, K) by different groups. The repulsion energy is given 
by thc relation 

A B  

E,, =X Z 6-p 
a B 

(atoms) 

where cap is atom-atom repulsion energy between a-th atom in A with 
8-th atom in B. 

4.3.3.1. Caillet and Claveric m c t h ~ d ~ ~  

=K, Kp Clexp(-C2Z) 
where 

Z =. R,,e/RoaB ; Romp = 2/(2Rm0) (2R,e? 
R,"'s are the van der Waals' radli 

C, = 4.7 x 104 Kcal/mole, Cz 312.35A-I 

Atom K R0 (A) 
H 1 .o 1.20 
C (aliphatic) 1 .O 1.70 
C (aromatic) 1 .O 1.77 
N (aromatic) 1.18 1.60 
0 (aromatic) 1.36 1.50 



4.3.3.2. William's method5" 

H - H  21 71 3.74 
C -H 8503 3.67 
C - C  71 782 3.60 

+N - H  4833 3.67 
+N - C  11480 3.60 
-'N - N 105400 3.60 

+ Ref. 63 . 

The data are not available for maliy othei' il7-teresting atom pairs. Clearly 
much. more work is still r.eeded. Perhaps it will be worthwhile to carry out 
a very cai'eful and thorough. investigation of these repulsive forces. 

There are two methods available for calculating this interaction cnergy, 
One approach d,ue to Rein et ~ 1 . ~ ~  uses monopole (on one molecule)-bond 
polarisability (on the second molecule) approximation and the expression is 

with 
li."d. 

EA'fB ~ 0 1  = - 4 2 [akT (Ek - Ek) + Sk (Ek . akL)21 
k=1 

represents the electrostatic field a t  the midpoint of k-th bond (in moleculeB). 

Yak is the distame between a-th atom in A, and midpoint of k-th bond in 
9, is the net charge (o -F n) on the a-th atom. 
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~ ~ ~ e n i l y  a multipole expansion for electrostatic field E has beell del.ived.43 
However for weak interaction studies, monopole approximation appears 
to be, ~a t i s f ac to ry .~Vhe  second approach, is that due to h e n o  et ad. 
ni reievant expression is34 

where the notation is the same as that followed in section ,4.2.2 (for closed 
shell ct closed shell interactions, ja = j P ) .  For non-polal' molecules induc- 
tion energy is very small in magnitude compared to the dispe1,sion term 
(es. 8). 

4.5 .  Dispersion Energy 

Dispersion forces, which are of general occurrence, are always attrac- 
tive for atoms/molecules in their ground state and are usually much larger 
in magnitude than polarisation forces. London was the first to demonstrate 
the R-' dependence of this energy (eq. 8). 

4.5.1.. In a - T separation approach, this t e rn  is given by the follow- 
ing formulae 

where prime notation refers to  the second molecule. 

{ik 1 j' I.) = 1 i ( u )  k (v) (&) j f  (7') i' ( v ' )  dv dv' 

&Ei& is the inti.amolecular excitation energy. 

It may be noted here that (i) there are NoA N /  NoB Nv5 integrals of the 
type (ik I j' l') to be evaluated where NoA and NVA (NoB and Nv') refer to the 
~rnber.of~oc;cupied and .vacant molecular orbitals in A (B)  respectively 



(ji) low-lying excited slates (of each molecule) make a nujor c o n h i h ~  
to the total interaction elwgy (because of small AE values). 

The U-~i dispersion energy can be calculated according to the maod 
of Reill et al.""ased 011 the bold  polarisability approximation 

(bonds) 
A B 

Edis (a - a) = - 1- . k?J? .- 

i i 

where 1 's  are the ionisatlon poterrtlals 

a,= avd aiT are the lo~~gi tudi~la l  a11d t~ansverse poli~lisablities of i4 
bond 

a,L unit vector along th.e i-th bord 

rij unit vector in the directio~l of l i~ le  joining the midpoints of the two 

bonds 

r%j is the distallce between midpoint of i-th bond ifl A and midpoint 
of j-th bond in B 

As d.ispersion eI3ergy term docs 1.0 t dcpend on ol.bital ovei-lap, a o -n 

dispersion energy term can be included. The expression again is due to 
Rein et aLti4 

where 

is the electrostatic field at the midpoint k-th bond created by a Se! 

tc,ansition monopole p i  (p; oQ, cia cj,). Other terms have the usual mean@& 
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Note here 

Ei+k = Ei - Ek 4- 2Kik - Jik (26) 

are intramolecular excitation energy term. All the symbols hwe the same 
meaning as in section 4.2.2. 

4 .6 .  Charge- Transfer Interaction Energy 

n i s  term may also be called. the delocelisztion er-ergy of the composite 
system. 

4.6.1. For a highly conjugzted system, tE.e T-elcctror. contributim 
is more sigr.ificar?t (them that due to u electrons). This cor.tribution is given. 
by32.6S 

where 

~ i j ,  = (i 1 V 1 j ') = KS,y 

with K = - 10.0 eV.. 

Ei+j. is the intermoleculer excitetion energy which ir. x-electiol'. MO's 
me, is set equal to correspor.d.ing intfamoleculm excitation energy. 



~t is interesting to note that this irteraction term does not w e  
contribution to the total interaction energy, even in so-called charge-trmsfer 
complexe~."~~~ 

There are ~ e v e r a l ~ , ~ ' - ' ~  energy decomposition procedures within the 
Hatree-Fock approximation. The one due to Kitaura and Morokuma' 
appesrrs to be the most suitable for in.teractions which are rath.er strong 
(where the perturbational approaches discussed above cannot be applied), 
and hence has a promising futu~e. Kitaura and Mofokum approach 
has the fol1owir.g fe2tures : 

1. Any des.es$ed iv.tei'action eu.ergy tel,m can. be separately calculated, 
by setting certain blocks in the Pock matrix of the supermolecule 
(complex) to zero sn.d cliegonsr1isin.g the resultant simplified matrix 
iteratively. 

2. Can deal even. cases which are rather strong interactions-large 
overlap. 

3. Gives equal footing to the charge-transfer term with other terms. 

A more clear definition of chmge-transfer interaction is given. 

As the method has just been applied to very simple systems such as 
hydrogen bonded water dimer, we will not present the details of their 
technique. A basic drawback of any Hartree-Fock procedure is that tbe 
dispersion. energy term cannot be calculated. This is because London 
forces arise from the correlation of electron. motion in the combined 
system whereas the HF framework neglects electron correlation.88 Hence it 
has to be calculated separately. 

A few typical examples of elq.ergy decomposition in several interaction 
pairs me given in Table I. Many mole interesting systems, such as fhe 
formation of porphyin dimers and o l i g o m ~ s , ~ ~  dimers of transition metal 
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complexes'5, etc., can be studied according to the methods discussed $ 
sectior.s. There are several other problems which are yet to be 

resolved/undei'~t~~d in detail. Some of them arise from the advances in 
the SCF theory of molecules and their imp1ication.s on intermolecular 
We mention them in the f01lowk.g: 

1. The all valence electron metbd  so far t e ~ t e d ~ ~ , ~  has only been 
IEHT and CND0/2. However, there are many other more refureG all 
valerce electi.011 mcthods which tzke almost same comparable computational 
time such as CNDO/S,"5 INDO:' PRDD0,47 CNDO/HP8W and 
INDOIS,@ ( b )  which can be tested for suitability/reliability in studies 
on intermolecular inteiactions. For instance, tb.ey can be applied. to test 
@etter) cor.verger.ce of segmer.ta1 multiple expansion series for calculation 
of electrostatic ir.teraction er.ergy. 

2. Much progress has been. made !e- calculat~.g more accurate excited 
state wavefmctions and especially in gettim-g a set of vjrtul 
orbitals which are (what may be termed ES) ' stable ' to excitations of elec- 
tron.~ from occupied orbitals (in the ground The metho& 
have beer. applied ody  to stuclies on hydrogen bonded systems81 and 
electron donor-electron acceptor complexes involving small molecules.81 ( b )  

Of course, the methods described are very recent and how fhr/best these 
tecbriques will be useful in stueies in-volving large molecules is to be seer! 
in future. Their effects on induction aud dispersion terms (for it is th.ese 
terms which im.volve/contain excited stetes) is not Imowr. 

3. The wavefunction in an excited singlet is more diffuse than the 
wavefunctior. for the corresponding triplet state,sa which is rather contxacted 
tomzds the nuclei. This result together with increasing feeling that ore must 
use differen.t sets of parameters for singl~t and 8'iplet nay be the 
source for seeking ?a. explanation for 1h.e observed d.ifferer.ces in. the stzbi- 
lity (a.d possibly structure) of singlet m d  triplet state ex~imer.~ Earlier 
works in the areas4 have not tzken these aspects in.to account a d  b.em 
their failure to account for possible differelxe in geometriess5 of singlet 
and triplet state excimers. A more careful stud.y is required. 

4. The choice of orbitd expoitents, suitable for studies in inw- 
molecular zeEzZirs, is perhaps another area where much fruitful work W- be 
done. The present studies have employed only the exponents used for 
mor.omer calculaiions, i.e., the Slater7s values, and the question arises 
whether th-ey are good even for intermolecular studies, where the distances 
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(betweell atoms) are much larger tb.an. one encountered in monomer calcu- 
lations. 

The PCILO rneth-od, which is h.oMns6 to give setisfactory results for 
cop&rm;ttional an-alysis of large molecules, has just recently been. a.pplicdx7 
to studies on interaction between. smell molecules. So elso th.e force field 
,techniques.s8 Very recently Kjellal?..c'ergo has proposed s. method of treatin.g 
molecular interactions &- the SCF-XcSW model ar-d has applied to ~ - e  
water trimef system. It is to be seer, ul. future, how best these tecb-iques 
as well as the diagrammatic perturbation theoryY1 and the force approa&,82 
d l  be suitable for studies involving large molecules. We have not 
discussed the role of solveut or environment on the interaction between pairs 
of molecules. The topic deserves a len.gthy discussion and a recent account 
may be found e1sewhere.l c b ) ,  

I have presented the methods currently employed in calculation of 
interaction energies between large molecules. We have also documented 
many areas where something more can be done. Obviously the field of 
aolecular inieracti0n.s has a bright future. 

My indebtedness to Prof. A. K. Chmdra is obvious, for it is he who is 
argely responsible for a major part of scientific training. 1 am grateful to 
he former and the present Chairman of this department Prof. A. R. 
Vasudeva Murthy and Prof. C. C. Patel, respectively, for their cooperation 
nd encouragement. 1 wish to thank Drs. S. Ramkumar, T. N. Guru Row 
ind S. Prasanna for their hclp in preparing this manuscript. C.S.I.R. is 
hanked for the award of a Post-doctoral fcllowship. 

Note added at prooj stage : Appropriate chan.ges have been made so as 
o cover the literature up to August 1977, in the revised manuscript. 
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